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Abstract
Background—Preoperative brain injury is an increasingly recognized phenomenon in neonates
with complex congenital heart disease. Recently, reports have been published that associate
preoperative brain injury in neonates with transposition of the great arteries with the performance of
balloon atrial septostomy (BAS), a procedure that improves systemic oxygenation preoperatively. It
is unclear whether BAS is the cause of brain injury or is a confounder, because neonates who require
BAS are typically more hypoxemic. We sought to determine the relationship between preoperative
brain injury in neonates with transposition of the great arteries and the performance of BAS. We
hypothesized that brain injury results from hypoxic injury, not from the BAS itself.
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Methods and Results—Infants with transposition of the great arteries (n=26) were retrospectively
included from a larger cohort of infants with congenital heart disease who underwent preoperative
brain MRI as part of 2 separate prospective studies. Data collected included all preoperative pulse
oximetry recordings, all values from preoperative arterial blood gas measurements, and BAS
procedure data. MRI scans were performed on the day of surgery, before the surgical repair. Of the
26 neonates, 14 underwent BAS. No stroke was seen in the entire cohort, whereas 10 (38%) of 26
patients were found to have hypoxic brain injury in the form of periventricular leukomalacia.
Periventricular leukomalacia was not associated with BAS; however, neonates with periventricular
leukomalacia had lower preoperative oxygenation (P=0.026) and a longer time to surgery (P=0.028)
than those without periventricular leukomalacia.
Conclusions—Preoperative brain injury in neonates with transposition of the great arteries is
associated with hypoxemia and longer time to surgery. We found no association between BAS and
brain injury.
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Widespread recognition exists that for patients with complex congenital heart disease (CHD),
brain development is adversely affected not only by operative strategies but also by
perioperative and fetal environmental factors. Increasingly, studies demonstrate that neonates
with complex CHD have abnormal brain development, delayed brain maturation, and brain
injury before any surgical intervention.1-5 For example, neonates with hypoplastic left heart
syndrome and transposition of the great arteries (TGA) have smaller head circumferences and
brain volumes than normal neonates.6-8 Because fetal cerebral blood flow patterns in these
neonates are altered, it has been proposed that hypoxemia and abnormal cerebrovascular
reactivity may contribute to neurological maldevelopment and brain injury.2,9-11
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Neonates with TGA provide a unique opportunity to study the impact of preoperative
management on the brain, because the majority of these infants are free of identifiable genetic
abnormalities. Infants with unrepaired TGA have been noted to have preoperative evidence of
hypoxic brain injury by ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).3,12-14 At 8 years
of age, children who underwent surgical repair by arterial switch operation who participated
in the Boston Circulatory Arrest Study had an increased risk of behavioral, motor, and cognitive
impairment.15,16 Recently, a link has been reported between neonatal brain injury and balloon
atrial septostomy (BAS), an intervention aimed at relieving severe cyanosis in neonates with
TGA who have limited mixing of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood.17,18 In the original
report, 12 of 19 neonates with TGA undergoing BAS were found to have preoperative brain
injury compared with 0 of 10 patients who did not undergo BAS. Although the authors
accounted for confounding factors in the statistical analysis, the relationship between BAS and
brain injury in this setting is unclear, because infants who underwent BAS were more
significantly hypoxemic than those without BAS, and infants found to have brain injury had
lower Apgar scores. Brain injury could have resulted from both cerebral hypoxemia and
hypoperfusion in these cases. Although infants undergoing BAS, which is indicated for severe
cyanosis, might be expected to experience hypoxic brain injury, these reports linked BAS
predominantly to stroke, a thromboembolic or hemorrhagic phenomenon. Because BAS is
critical in the management of infants with TGA and poor pulmonary-systemic mixing, we
sought to elucidate the relationship between brain injury and BAS in our experience. Our
hypothesis is that preoperative brain injury in the setting of TGA is related to exposure of the
neonatal brain to hypoxemia, not to BAS.
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Methods
Patient Population
Patients born with TGA between January 1, 2003, and April 1, 2007, were considered for
inclusion in the present study. Patients were included from 2 prospective research protocols
that used brain MRI to study the incidence of preoperative brain injury in neonates with all
forms of CHD.10,11,19 For these studies, inclusion criteria included full-term gestational age
(40±4 weeks), an intention to undergo surgical intervention with cardiopulmonary bypass with
or without deep hypothermic circulatory arrest, and medical stability for 24 hours before
surgery. All patients were considered for inclusion who weighed ≥2 kg and had a 5-minute
Apgar score >5 or a cord pH of ≥7.0, a serum creatinine <2.0 mg/dL, and liver function tests
<2 times normal. Reasons for failure to enroll included unavailability of parents for the consent
process or parental refusal. Patients with TGA (n=26) from the larger prospective study were
included in the present retrospective study. The Investigational Review Board of The
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia approved the study protocol.
Circulation. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 September 2.
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Preoperative Data
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Patient data reviewed included demographics, birth data, and timing of diagnosis. All
preoperative arterial blood gas (ABG) values (including pH, PO2, PCO2, serum bicarbonate level,
base deficit, lactate, and hemoglobin concentrations) were collected, and a daily mean value
was calculated for each patient for each aspect of the ABG. For patients who underwent BAS
(BAS group), these ABG values were separated as pre- and post-BAS. Preductal
transcutaneous pulse oximetry recordings as they appeared on the patients’ bedside charts were
also collected. Preductal and postductal saturation data are normally recorded on the bedside
charts at least once per hour. For patients who underwent BAS, the method, location of
procedure (referral hospital or our institution, and bedside or in the catheterization laboratory),
and complications due to BAS were recorded. Use, timing, and duration of prostaglandin
(PGE1) infusion were documented. Anatomic diagnosis was confirmed by transthoracic
echocardiography.
Balloon Atrial Septostomy
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BAS was performed in 14 of the 26 patients. Eleven of the 14 procedures were performed at
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia; 3 were performed at referring hospitals before
transport. BAS was performed at the discretion of the treating clinician but was indicated by
cyanosis refractory to PGE1 infusion. BAS procedures in the catheterization laboratory (n=9)
were performed under fluoroscopic guidance, whereas those performed at the bedside (n=5)
used echocardiographic guidance. Either the umbilical vein (n=10) or a femoral vein (n=4)
was used for vascular access. Heparin was not administered during any of the cases. A Rashkind
(Medtronic Corp, Minneapolis, Minn) or Miller (Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, Calif)
septostomy balloon catheter was passed through a 6F or 7F venous sheath and passed across
the atrial septum. The balloon was inflated with normal saline or dilute contrast and then rapidly
pulled across the atrial septum. The technique was repeated until an adequate atrial
communication was created and systemic oxygen saturation improved. The procedure was
successful in achieving immediate improvement in arterial oxygenation in all cases, and no
short-term complications were reported.
Brain MRI
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Preoperative brain MRI scans performed before January 1, 2005 (n=16) were completed on a
Siemens 1.5T Sonata (Siemens Corp, New York, NY), and those performed after February 1,
2006 (n=10) were completed on a Siemens 3T Trio scanner. All neonates underwent
preoperative brain MRI scanning on the day of surgery. Study patients were transported by the
cardiac anesthesia team from the cardiac intensive care unit to the operating room for induction
of general anesthesia and then were transported to the MRI suite, where brain MRI was
performed. On completion of the scan, patients were then transported back to the operating
room for surgery.
Routine structural scans performed on the 1.5T scanner included axial, sagittal, and coronal
T1, axial and coronal T2, axial fluid attenuation inversion recovery, and diffusion-weighted
imaging, as well as echo gradient sequences for blood product imaging. The slice thickness
was 3 mm, with a 3-mm slice gap and a repetition time of 1500 ms (T1) and 6000 ms (T2).
Routine sequences performed on the 3T scanner included volumetric 3-dimensional
multiplanar reconstruction T1 and T2 sampling perfection with application-optimized contrasts
(SPACE) sequences that were acquired in the axial plane, with a slice thickness of 0.9 mm, no
interslice gap, and a repetition time of 2050 ms (T1) and 3200 ms (T2). The axial images were
reconstructed in the sagittal and coronal planes. Other sequences at 3T included fluid
attenuation inversion recovery, susceptibility-weighted imaging, gradient echo, and diffusionweighted imaging.
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A neuroradiologist (R.A.Z.), blinded to the patients’ clinical history and gestational age,
reviewed all brain MRI images for congenital and acquired abnormalities. For the purposes of
the present study, all scans were re-reviewed carefully (R.A.Z.), with particular attention paid
to evidence of stroke and periventricular leukomalacia (PVL). Focal acquired abnormalities
included subdural hemorrhage, choroid plexus hemorrhage, stroke (infarction), and PVL.
Stroke was defined as a focal area of diffusion restriction in an arterial territory. PVL was
defined as a punctate periventricular white matter lesion associated with T1 hyperintensity with
or without restriction of water diffusion on diffusion-weighted imaging. PVL was graded with
a published 4-point scale ranging from none to severe.3 The status of the operculum (open or
closed) was also noted.
Statistical Analysis
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Continuous variables are expressed as mean±SD or median (range) where appropriate.
Nominal variables are expressed as frequency and percentage. Patient characteristics were
compared with χ2, Fisher exact, and Student t tests. For each patient, we computed daily and
overall preoperative summaries of all ABG values, with means and SDs. For those patients
who underwent BAS, the same summaries were also calculated for pre- and post-BAS time
periods. Daily mean ABG values and daily mean oxygen saturations in the group with brain
injury were compared with the group without injury by use of repeated-measures ANOVA.
Logistic regression was used to model the dichotomous variable PVL as a function of
independent factors. The list of candidate predictors entered into the analysis included
performance of BAS (yes/no), time to surgery (days), weight (kilograms), gestational age
(weeks), and lowest/mean/daily mean oxygen saturation, as well as each of the ABG summaries
that were significant (P<0.05) in the ANOVA analyses. Finally, a backward stepwise model
selection process, which removed the least significant variables until all remaining predictors
had probability values <0.15, was performed to simplify the model while preserving good
prediction properties. The final model is described in the Results. Statistical analyses were
performed with Prism 5.0 (Graph-Pad Software, Inc, San Diego, Calif) and R (R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
The authors had full access to and take full responsibility for the integrity of the data. All
authors have read and agree to the manuscript as written.

Results
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Mean gestational age was 39.0±1.2 weeks, and mean birth weight was 3.46±0.61 kg (Table 1).
Six patients had a ventricular septal defect associated with TGA, whereas 20 had TGA with
intact ventricular septum. The only demographic difference between the BAS group (n=14)
and those infants who did not undergo BAS (non-BAS group, n=12) was gender, because the
BAS group was predominantly male (P=0.04). The lowest recorded oxygen saturation in the
BAS group on the first day of life was 53.9%, whereas it was 77.7% in the non-BAS group
(P<0.01). Similarly, the lowest recorded PO2 on the first day of life was also significantly lower
in the BAS group (22.2 versus 36.4 mm Hg, P<0.01). No differences were found between the
2 groups with regard to mean arterial pH, base deficit, or other ABG values.
For the BAS group, mean age at BAS was 17.1±19.1 hours. After BAS, arterial PO2 improved
from a mean of 27.9±6.1 mm Hg before BAS to 38.7±4.0 mm Hg (P<0.01; Figure 1). In 5 of
the 14 patients who underwent BAS, PGE1 was continued or restarted after BAS to maintain
adequate arterial oxygenation. Patients undergoing BAS underwent arterial switch operation
at a mean age of 4.1 days of life, compared with 5.1 days of life for the non-BAS patients
(P=0.45).
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Stroke was seen in none of the patients on preoperative brain MRI; however, a total of 10
patients (38%) had PVL (Table 2). Of these 10 patients, the PVL was graded as mild in 3
patients and moderate in 7 (Figure 2). Clinically insignificant lesions found on brain MRI scan
included mild choroid plexus hemorrhage (n=2), grade 1 intraventricular hemorrhage (n=6),
and open operculum (n=8).
Neonates found to have PVL were similar to the no-PVL group with regard to gestational age,
birth weight, gender, head circumference, timing of diagnosis, and diagnosis (TGA with
ventricular septal defect versus intact ventricular septum; Table 2). Furthermore, no significant
differences were found between the PVL and no-PVL group with regard to mean arterial pH,
lactate, PCO2, base excess, or continued use of PGE1. BAS was not associated with PVL; PVL
was seen in 6 (43%) of the 14 patients who had undergone BAS, whereas PVL was seen in 4
(33%) of 12 patients without BAS (P=0.68). The 6 patients who underwent BAS and were
found to have PVL had a smaller improvement in arterial PO2 after BAS (mean increase 5.9
±6.6 mm Hg) than those who did not have PVL (mean increase 14.3±7.1 mm Hg, P=0.02;
Figure 1).
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Although performance of BAS was not associated with PVL, lower arterial oxygenation
correlated strongly with the presence of PVL on preoperative brain MRI. Daily mean PO2
preoperatively was significantly lower for the PVL group than for the no-PVL group (P=0.02;
Figure 3). The PVL group’s mean preoperative arterial PO2 remained below 40 mm Hg for the
entire preoperative course. A multivariate analysis revealed that lower mean preoperative
PO2 and longer time to surgery were associated with PVL and were additive risk factors for
PVL (Figure 4). The PVL group had a mean preoperative PO2 of 36.9±1.5 mm Hg compared
with 41.9±5.0 mm Hg for the no-PVL group (P=0.026). Furthermore, the PVL group
underwent surgery at a mean age of 5.6±2.9 days, compared with 3.9±2.2 days for the no-PVL
group (P=0.028). No clinical indications were identified that resulted in delay of surgery in
the PVL group. Logistic regression analysis revealed that the probability of PVL was negatively
associated with arterial PO2 and positively associated with time to surgery as described by the
formula:
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Thus, lower mean PO2 and longer time to surgery were both independent risk factors for
development of PVL. Using the nonlinear logistic link function (Figure 5), we can estimate
probability of PVL based on values of the independent variables. For example, a neonate with
a mean preoperative PO2 of 40 mm Hg who underwent surgery at day of life 4 would have an
estimated log odds of PVL of -1.48, which translates to a probability of 20.3%, placing the
patient in the 0% to 25% risk quartile. For that same case, a lower mean preoperative arterial
PO2 of 1 mm Hg increases the probability by 8.2 percentage points to 28.5%. On the other hand,
surgery 1 day later increases the probability by 12.1 percentage points to 32.4%.

Discussion
BAS was introduced in 1966 by William Rashkind as a palliative technique to improve
systemic and pulmonary arterial mixing in neonates with TGA.20,21 In the infant with
unrepaired TGA, delivery of oxygen to tissues, including the brain, is dependent on mixing
between the systemic and pulmonary circulations. In the presence of a restrictive or intact atrial
septum, infants with TGA may develop profound hypoxemia and severe lactic acidosis. In
these infants, ductal patency, maintained with PGE1, may not provide adequate mixing, and
BAS may be indicated. Successful BAS improves systemic oxygenation by allowing for atrial-
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level mixing of the parallel systemic and pulmonary circulations until surgical correction can
be performed. In many cases, PGE1 can be discontinued after successful BAS.
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The recent published findings of McQuillen et al17,18 report a significant risk of stroke
associated with performance of BAS. Although we did not detect this form of brain injury in
any of the patients in the present study, these reports highlight the increased risk in these patients
of cerebral embolus from any source, including intravenous access and interventional
catheterization. In comparing the 2 studies, it should be noted that the MRI scans in the present
study were done immediately before surgery, at a mean age of 4.6±2.6 days, whereas in the
aforementioned study, preoperative MRI scans were performed “as soon as the baby was stable
enough.”17 Thus, lack of stroke in the present study is not due to “missing” strokes that might
have occurred, or been more apparent, later in the preoperative course. In fact, some cases of
PVL may have gone undiscovered in the previous report because the MRI scans were
performed earlier in the preoperative course. Despite the potential risks associated with BAS,
it is often a necessary palliation in the infant with profound hypoxemia and acidosis. In the
neonate with hypoxemia but without acidosis, the potential risks of BAS must be weighed
against the potential benefits. The present study suggests that infants in this condition are at
ongoing risk of brain injury. Importantly, the brain injury incurred as a result of hypoxemia
(PVL) has been demonstrated to increase the risk of adverse neurocognitive outcomes in
preterm infants.22
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A surprising lack of consensus exists on the classification of lesions found on brain MRI in
neonates. Stroke and PVL are forms of brain injury with different causes and anatomic
distributions. Stroke, or focal infarct, is seen in discrete arterial territories. White matter injury
(PVL), on the other hand, is thought to represent watershed infarct that occurs in the setting of
hypoxemia and/or cerebral hypoperfusion.2,23 Furthermore, because PVL can be a watershed
event, the full extent of the white matter injury may be underappreciated on routine MRI
sequences.24,25 In the present study, PVL was defined as white matter injury in the
periventricular area that forms the watershed between cortical perforating arteries and the
ventriculofugal arteries that penetrate the white matter at right angles from the ventricle surface.
26,27 Stroke was defined as any cortical or subcortical lesion in an arterial or endarterial
distribution. Stroke was not seen among the cohort of patients with TGA but was seen in the
larger prospective cohort, which included neonates with hypoplastic left heart syndrome.
Among the 10 patients in the present study who were found to have white matter disease, 7
had moderate (bilateral and multifocal) PVL. The present report identifies a significantly higher
incidence of white matter injury than all prior published reports. The reasons for this are unclear
but may relate to institutional differences in the classification of brain injury.
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The issue of neurological injury in neonates with TGA is significant given the literature
highlighting cognitive, motor, and behavioral impairments in these children when they reach
school age.15,28 Despite the lack of consensus on classification of the lesions found on brain
MRI, a number of studies consistently demonstrate that neonates with CHD are at risk for
preoperative brain injury.3,19,29,30 The McQuillen study17 and the present study found a similar
rate of preoperative brain injury if all types of injury were included. The initial study by
McQuillen et al reported an association between BAS and all forms of brain injury, focusing
on embolic mechanisms. A subsequent report with an expanded cohort found that BAS was
only associated with stroke, not PVL.18 These data might suggest that BAS should be avoided
in neonates with unrepaired TGA. An alternative interpretation might be that the most
profoundly hypoxic infants who are selected to receive the intervention are at the highest risk
for hypoxic injury to white matter. Consistent with this, the present data indicate that
preoperative brain injury is related to severity and duration of exposure to hypoxemia. This
alternate interpretation may better explain the fact that 5 (42%) of 12 patients in the McQuillen
study with brain injury had white matter injury. The present findings are significant because
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these factors (oxygenation and time to surgery) are potentially modifiable risk factors. Lower
oxygenation can be treated with BAS, continued use of PGE1 infusion, or both, and time to
surgery can be shortened in specific cases.
Recent reports have drawn attention to the “shared selective vulnerability” of the cerebral white
matter in the preterm neonatal brain and that of the term infant with complex CHD.4,19 This
vulnerability may explain in part the frequency of PVL in term neonates with prolonged
hypoxemia secondary to CHD. Although some investigators have concluded that white matter
injury in these neonates may occur primarily in utero because of altered circulation patterns,
evidence exists that further white matter injury may occur postnatally and postoperatively in
neonates with TGA.1,3 In a prior study by Galli et al,1 PVL correlated with perioperative
cerebral arterial oxygen content in a heterogeneous population of neonates with CHD. In that
study, more than 50% of neonates (44 of 82) undergoing surgery for complex CHD were found
to have PVL. A postoperative mean arterial PO2 <40 mm Hg was associated with increased risk
of PVL. In the present study, the PVL group had a preoperative mean PO2 of 36.9 mm Hg, and
as a group, they never achieved a mean daily PO2 >40 mm Hg. Thus, preoperative and early
postoperative hypoxemia appears to be associated with the development of PVL. Interventions
to optimize cerebral oxygenation before corrective surgery may in fact prove neuroprotective.
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In the present study, we report a PVL incidence of 38% in a cohort of preoperative neonates
with TGA deemed hemodynamically stable and without signs of end-organ damage. Stroke
was not seen in any of the 26 patients in the present cohort, although in the larger prospective
cohort including infants with hypoplastic left heart syndrome, stroke was seen. Preoperative
brain injury in the present cohort was associated with lower arterial oxygenation. Furthermore,
neonates with prolonged exposure to cyanosis but who did not undergo BAS were also at risk
of PVL. The mechanisms responsible for PVL are complex and include inflammation,
infection, impaired cerebrovascular autoregulation, and ischemia. Although we have
demonstrated an association between 2 clinical variables and PVL, the present data do not
prove a causal relationship. Yet, our findings are significant because of the potential impact
on preoperative care of the infant with TGA. These data support the practice of BAS to improve
mixing and to maximize systemic oxygen delivery in select newborns with TGA. This
procedure, when successful at improving arterial oxygenation, decreased patient risk of
preoperative white matter injury.
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Improvements in the preoperative care of neonates with TGA and stabilization of oxygenation
with PGE1 have resulted in many infants undergoing arterial switch operation on a semielective
basis. Although continuing the use of PGE1 after BAS may aid in optimizing oxygenation,
prolonged use of PGE1 to augment systemic oxygenation can be problematic because of its
effects in lowering diastolic blood pressure. After successful BAS to improve systemic
oxygenation, neonates often are considered adequately stable to await surgery for a number of
days or longer. The data from the present study support the practice of performing arterial
switch operation as early as is feasible, with or without BAS in selected cases, in an effort to
optimize long-term neurodevelopmental outcomes.
Study Limitations
This is a retrospective study with a limited sample size of 26 infants, but it is similar in size to
other published reports. Although the brain MRI scans were obtained in a prospective manner
and interpreted in a blinded fashion, the laboratory and bedside data were reviewed
retrospectively. Comparison of ABG summaries among patients was complicated by the fact
that patients had a greater number of samples during times of instability and fewer during
periods of stability. Furthermore, bedside recording of the arterial pulse oximetry may not truly
reflect all values observed during a particular time interval. Blood pressure data, important in
postoperative PVL, were not evaluated in the present study. A major difference between the
Circulation. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 September 2.
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present study and prior reports is that patients presenting with signs of significant preoperative
hemodynamic instability were excluded. Thus, a possibility exists that the true incidence of
preoperative brain injury is underestimated in the larger population of neonates with TGA.

Conclusions
Preoperative brain injury in neonates with TGA was not adversely associated with BAS in the
present study. We found no neonates with preoperative stroke, although 38% of the neonates
had preoperative PVL. The risk of PVL increased with longer time to surgical repair and with
lower arterial oxygenation. In contrast to previous reports, we found that BAS was protective
against PVL when the procedure resulted in improved oxygenation. A multicenter prospective
study or registry is recommended to further clarify risk factors for preoperative brain injury in
this vulnerable patient population.
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Figure 1.

Arterial oxygenation before and after BAS. Six neonates were found to have PVL on MRI
imaging (heavy lines). Those 6 patients with PVL had a mean improvement in arterial PO2 of
5.9 mm Hg compared with an improvement of 14.3 mm Hg in the no-PVL group (thin lines).
Student t testing demonstrated a significant difference between the mean improvement in BAS
patients with PVL compared with those who did not have PVL (P=0.02).
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Figure 2.

Brain MRI of preoperative infants with TGA: T1 imaging (A) and diffusion-weighted imaging
(B) in a patient with mild PVL, which is a unifocal, small (<3 mm) white matter lesion. The
lower MRI images demonstrate axial (C) and coronal (D) T1 imaging in a patient with bilateral,
multifocal (moderate PVL) white matter disease.
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Figure 3.

A daily mean PO2 was calculated for the PVL and no-PVL groups. Repeated-measures ANOVA
demonstrated a significant difference in mean daily PO2 between the PVL group (dashed line)
and the no-PVL group (solid line; P=0.02). The PVL group never achieved a mean daily PO2
>40 mm Hg.
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Figure 4.

Risk model of PVL: Mean preoperative arterial PO2 is plotted against time to surgery for each
patient in the entire cohort. Quartiles of risk were derived by logistic regression analysis.
Patients who underwent BAS are represented by triangles, whereas those who did not undergo
BAS are represented by circles. The patients found to have PVL (solid black characters) had
lower preoperative PO2 and longer time to surgery.
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Logistic link function estimating risk of PVL by preoperative PO2 and time to surgery. The
probability of PVL (y-axis) rises with the log odds (x-axis), which is derived with the equation:
Log odds=14.04-0.45 (PO2)+0.63 (days to surgery). The effects of oxygenation and time to
surgery are linear in the log-odds scale (x-axis) but are nonlinear in the probability scale (yaxis).
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Table 1

Characteristics of Patients Who Underwent BAS Compared With Those Who Did Not Undergo the Procedure
(No BAS)

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

BAS (n=14)

No BAS (n=12)

P

Gestational age, wk

38.6±1.2

39.5±1.0

0.08

Birth weight, kg

3.30±0.60

3.67±0.59

0.14

Head circumference, cm

33.3±1.9

34.0±1.2

NS

Female, n (%)

3 (21)

8 (67)

0.04

Prenatal diagnosis, n (%)

4 (29)

2 (17)

NS

12

8

NS

Anatomic diagnosis, n
dTGA-IVS

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

2

4

Lowest O2 saturation day 1, %

dTGA-VSD

53.9±14.4

77.7±15.1

<0.01

Mean O2 saturation day 1, %

78.8±9.3

86.4±6.5

0.04

Lowest PO2 day 1, mm Hg

31.9±5.7

37.7±9.1

<0.01

Mean PO2 day 1, mm Hg

27.0±5.9

40.8±10.8

<0.01

Mean arterial pH day 1

7.37±0.09

7.40±0.10

NS

ABGs per day, n

7.7±1.8

6.0±2.3

0.08

Time to surgery, d

4.1±3.4

5.1±1.3

NS

Values are expressed as mean±SD where appropriate. TGA-IVS indicates dextro TGA with intact ventricular septum; dTGA-VSD, dextro TGA with
ventricular septal defect; day 1, first day of life; and NS, not significant.
Student t testing was performed for continuous variables, and Fisher exact testing was performed on categorical variables to determine significance. The
groups differed only in gender and arterial oxygenation.
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Table 2

Characteristics of Patients Found to Have Preoperative White Matter Brain Injury (PVL Group) Compared
With Those Without Brain Injury (No PVL)
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BAS, n (%)

PVL (n=10)

No PVL (n=16)

P

6 (60)

8 (50)

NS

Gestational age, wk

39.0±1.2

38.9±1.1

NS

Birth weight, kg

3.41±0.59

3.50±0.64

NS

Head circumference, cm

33.1±1.6

33.8±1.6

NS

TGA with VSD, n (%)

3 (30)

3 (19)

NS

Female, n (%)

5 (50)

6 (37)

NS

pH

7.44±0.06

7.43±0.06

NS

PCO2, mm Hg

38.8±2.9

39.6±3.8

NS

PO2, mm Hg

36.9±1.5

41.9±5.0

0.026

Hemoglobin, g/dL

13.8±0.9

14.8±2.1

NS

Base excess, mEq/L

2.43±3.5

1.63±2.9

NS

Lactate

Preoperative measures
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2.9±0.8

3.9±1.2

NS

ABGs per day, n

6.8±2.3

7.1±2.1

NS

Lowest O2 saturation, %

76.1±9.0

75.3±16.4

NS

Time to surgery, d

5.6±2.9

3.9±2.2

0.028

Values are expressed as mean±SD where appropriate. NS indicates P>0.15.
Student t testing was performed for continuous variables, and Fisher exact testing was performed on categorical variables to determine significance. Means
are calculated based on values available from time of birth until time of surgical repair.
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